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Introduction 
A theorem of Hariman-Grobman states that a C 1 diffeomorphism f (resp. vector field X) 
can be hnearized CO in a neighbourhood of a fixed point p (resp. a zero p) if it is hyperbolic. 
With a C O linearization we mean a C O coordinate change. Here we give an explicitely 
computable size of the neighbourhood just mentioned. If we follow usual proofs like in [1,2] this 
size can be 'quite small' because of the way one reduces a proof on global diffeomorphisms (resp. 
vector fields) to local ones. This is done by multiplying the perturbation of the linear term with 
some bump function. Because of the required estimates in the global proof the size of the region 
where the bump function is 1 might be very small. This is no problem since it is an existence 
theorem. But for more explicit estimates we use another method. 
We recall that hyperbolicity of an isomorphism L :E - - ,  E means that E splits up, say 
E = E u • E ~, the splitting is invariant by L, L~ := Lieu is an expansion while L s "-= Lie, is a 
contraction: II Lff ~ II < 1 and II Ls II < 1. 
Theorem 1 (Diffeomorphisms). Let E be a Banach space, U an open neighbourhood of 0 in E, 
f :  U ~ f (U)  c E a C 1 diffeomorphism with f(O) = O. Suppose that L := Df(0) is hyperbolic and 
has a splitting L,  : E s ~ E s and L u : E u ~ E ~ like above. Assume that on a ball B(O, R)  -= {x 
E III x II < R} c U we have the following estimates for M "= sup( II Dr(x)  - L Illx ~ B(0, R)} 
(i) M < (1 - II Zff a II)/11Zff a II, 
(ii) M < 1 - II Ls II, 
(iii) M < 1/11Z -a II. 
Then there exists a homeomorphism h: E ~ h( E ) c E such that Vx  ~ B(O, R) : (h  * f )( x ) == 
(L, h)(x). 
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Proof (Via the proof of Pugh in [3]). Take r> R such that for /.t:= sup( l lD f (x ) -  L IIIx 
B(0, R)} we still have 
bt< (1 -  Iltff' II)/ll tff~ II, /~<1- I I  tsll, ~ < 1/ l l t -~l l .  
Choose a C a function ~- : R ~ ] - 1, 1[ with the properties: 
(i) Vt ~ R :0 < ¢'(t)  ~< 1, 
(ii) Vt ~ [ -R / r ,  R/r] :  T(t) = t, 
(iii) z is a C ~ dif feomorphism onto ] - 1, 1[. 
Define 
T: E~E I x~rz ( l l x l l / r ) ' x / l l x [ I  i f x4 :0 ,  
to --,0 
Then T(E) c B(0, r); Tin<0 ' R> = identity, T is C a. It is not difficult to prove that I IDT(x) II ~ 1. 
We put f :=L  +( f -L )°  T. Then ./"is def ined on E and )~Bt0. R~ =fiB<0. R). Moreover: 
Vx ~ E: II D f (x )  - L II = II D( / -  L) (T (x ) ) °  DT(x)  II ~< pt IIDZ(x) II ~/~. 
From condition (iii) is not hard to prove that f is a Lipschitz homeomorphism with Lipschitz 
inverse. We need the invertibility of f in the proof. 
Let us look closely to the proof of the Har tman-Grobman theorem in [3]. We use the same 
notations, in particular we denote ~ = (h u, hs )=f - -L  = ( [ -L )o  T. Condit ions (i) and (ii) 
above imply that the operator K:  g= (gu, gs)-> (L~ 1 °[g J+  X.], [L~gs-Xs]Ofi -1) is a con- 
traction in the space of uniformly bounded, uniformly continuous maps of E into E. If g is the 
fixed point of K then h "= Id + g is the desired coordinate change, that is: h ° f=  L o h. In 
particular: Vx ~ B(0, R) : (h o f ) (x )  = (L ° h)(x). [] 
Remark. If we don't  require condition (iii) above it is easy to construct dif feomorphisms f such 
that f" is not invertible. I ignore if the theorem is still true without (iii). In the case of vector 
fields we can get round this difficulty as can be seen in the sequel. 
Theorem 2 (Vector fields). Let X be a C 1 vector field on an open neighbourhood U of 0 in a Banach 
space E. Denote A = DX(0) and L = e A. Suppose that L is hyperbolic like in Theorem 1. Assume 
that on a ball B(O, R) we have the following estimates for M:= sup( l iDS(x )  - A II Ix ~ n(0, R)) 
and 3~:= ellAIl(e M - 1): 
(i) M < (1 - II Z~ -x II)/11Zff a II, 
(ii) ~ < 1 - II t s  II. 
Then there exists a homeomorphism h : E ~ h(E) c E such that Vx E B(O, R), Vt ~ R such that 
X[o, tl(X ) C n(0, R) "(h o St ) (x  ) -- (A  t ° h)(x) .  
Proof. We write X -  A + ~ with D~(0) = 0. We use the same map T as in the proof of Theorem 
1 and define g, -- g, o T and X" = A + g, and 2~, = .V, - A t. 
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One has for all x, x '  ~ E: 
l l2~,(x)-X,(x') l l  = - "  - - - J o t [A(X , (x ) -2~, (x ' ) )+q, (~, (x ) ) -~ , ( .~ , (x ' ) ) ]  ds 
~< Ilall f0t][ h , (x ) -  X,(x')llds + Mf0'[I L(x)- ,¢,(x')llds. 
Now II A II +g  is a Lipschitz constant for )(, so Lemma 4.8 in [2, Chapter 2] yields 
- ' f, t [ l x ' (x ) -x ' (x ' ) [ lds+ I lhll +M I Ix -  II. IlL(x) X (x )11 < I lall M(e (IIAII+M)t- 1) X '  
Hence we can apply Gronwall's lemma and obtain after a straightforward calculation 
II X , (x)  - X,(x')I I  ellallt( ent - -  1 )  11 x - x '  II- 
So/k) is a Lipschitz constant for ~,, t ~ [0,1]. Now we can apply again [3] and obtain for each 
t ~ [0,1] a homeomorphism h t on E with h, * 37 t = A t o h r  
From the unicity of h, in the space of homeomorphisms on a finite distance form the identity 
(see [3]) it is quite standard to prove that Vt ~ [0,1] : h t = h 1. So h 1 is the desired homeomor- 
phism, t3 
Application. Let X be a quadratic vector field on R 2 with X(0)= 0 and with nonequal 
eigenvalues h, p. According to the case that ~, p ~ R resp. ~ = ~ = a + ifl ~ C \ R we can find 
an (explicitely computable) linear change of coordinates in which X takes the form 
2 a 2 a X(x, y)= (Xx + al x2 + 2a2xy + a3y )-~x + (py + b'x2 + 2b2xy + b3y )'~y" 
resp. 
0 
X(x, y) = (ax + fly + alx 2 + 2a2xy + a3y2)-~x 
+( - f i x  + ay + bl x2 + 2b2xy + bay2) ~-~. 
Let us define r~ > 0 according to Table 1. (In some cases we consider -X  instead of X if this 
yields a better choice of r~.) We have: II A II = max( I~ I, I~ t I} resp. II a II = ( a2 +/~2)1/2. Put 
m = l r l ( r~e  - I la l l  4 -1 )  and A = 2( lax I + I a2 [ + I bx I + Ib2 l) and B = 2( [ a 2 [ + [a 3 [ + I b2 1 + I b3 I). 
Finally put r = m/(A  2 + B2) 1/2. Then for all R < r we can linearize X C O on B(0, R). All this 
is obtained from a straightforward calculation towards Theorem 2. 
Table 1 
Eigenvalues r~ 
h<p<O 
h<O<p 
O<X<p 
h=g=a+i f l  ~da<O 
hfg fa+i~ ~da>O 
( I  - e~*)/e t* 
max(ra in((1 - eX) /e  x, 1 - e =~' ), rain{(1 - e -~ ' ) /e  - " ,  1 - e x } } 
(1 - e -X) /e  -x  
(1 - e" ) /e  a 
(1 - e - " ) /e - "  
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